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SECTION
   5

Arts and Culture Vocabulary

Name Date

Lesson
30

aesthetic (es THET ik)  ADJ.  appealing to
one’s sense of beauty; artistic  (The
aesthetic appeal of this building
overshadows its practical merits.)

baroque (buh ROHK)  ADJ.  characteristic
of a period in art, music, and architecture
marked by rich ornamentation  (Baroque
painting is too frilly for me.)

burlesque (bur LESK)  N.  an act or work
ridiculing someone or something by
exaggeration or caricature  (The paper
printed a tasteless burlesque of the
President.)

choreography (KOR ee AHG ruh fee)  N.
arrangement of steps and positioning for
performing a dance  (Martha Graham
revolutionized the art of choreography.)

connoisseur (KAHN uh SUR)  N.  one who
appreciates the finest quality of
something; expert  (A connoisseur of
classical music would enjoy this
recording.)

crescendo (kruh SHEN doh)  N.  a steady
increase, especially in musical volume; a
growing intensity  (The crescendo had us
leaning forward in our seats, waiting for
the climax.)

curator (kyu RAY tur)  N.  one who
oversees, especially a museum or library
collection  (Mr. Spitz was recently named
curator of the local modern art museum.)

descant (DES KANT)  N.  an ornamental
melody sung or played above another
melody.  (Kira sang a lovely descant above
the rest of the choir.)

diva (DEE vuh)  N.  a prima donna,
especially of the opera  (Maria Callas was
a much beloved operatic diva.)

engross (en GROHS)  V.  to captivate; to
interest intensely  (Mozart’s music has
the capacity to engross young and old
alike.)

farce (fahrs)  N.  a light comedic drama with
exaggerated characters and improbable
plots.  (The characters I met were as
ridiculous as in a French farce.)

impromptu (im PRAHMP too)  ADJ.
spontaneous; done on the spur of the
moment  (That comedian is noted for his
impromptu additions to his script.)

ingenue (AN zhuh NOO)  N.  the stock
theatrical character of an inexperienced,
naive girl  (Jessica Lange got her start in
Hollywood playing the ingenue in a
remake of King Kong.)

percussion (pur KUSH uhn)  N.  the sound
caused by tapping or striking an
instrument, especially a drum  (The
percussion overwhelmed the weak voice
of the singer.)

prodigy (PRAHD uh jee)  N.  a young,
remarkably talented artist  (Talent shows
always hope to turn up some new
prodigy.)

rendition (ren DISH uhn)  N.  special
version; performance  (Have you ever
heard Kirstin Flagstad’s rendition of Isolde
in Wagner’s opera Tristan and Isolde?)

renown (ri NOWN)  N.  fame  (Once a
singer of great renown, the late Mario
Lanza is no longer  as acclaimed.)

staccato (stuh KAH toh)  ADJ.  marked by
brief, clearly separate sounds; disjointed
(Judy liked the staccato style of the rap
artist.)

tempo (TEM poh)  N.  the rate of speed, as
in music; pace  (The orchestra that
performed Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony
desperately needed to pick up the
tempo.)

vibrant (VY bruhnt)  ADJ.  pulsing with life;
resonant  (Unlike the reviewers, I found
the play meaningful and vibrant.)

All the words in this lesson may be associated with art, music, or the theater.


